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We Don’t Drive?  
Workshop Report 

October 2015 
 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
‘We Don’t Drive’ (WDD) is the working title for a possible new national organisation for all 
those who travel without a car (or would like to). If this goes ahead, it will look to work with 
a ‘community of interest’ with one simple thing in common – they don’t drive and use other 
means of transport. It will also work to support those who would like to drive less.  
 
The workshop took place at the Corams Fields Centre in London on October 16th.  18 people 
attended (some for only part of the day) and a further six who were registered have sent 
apologies (see appendix 2). 
 
The aims of the day were set to be to: 

 Discuss the idea of and need for a new organisation; 

 Develop the potential mission and objectives of the organisation; 

 Review the title of the organisation; 

 Consider the level of national core organisation that would be needed; 

 Develop a possible work-plan for the 1st year; 

 To consider the need for / value and scope of a specific mobile app to support those 
travelling without cars  

The day started with three short presentations: 

 Chris Church outlined the background to WDD to date – a presentation is summarised in 
Appendix 1 

 James MacColl of the Campaign for Better Transport set out the current range of 
transport policy issues with a specific focus on how these relate to non-car-users 

 Ed Gillespie of sustainability communications agency Futerra (www.futerra.co.uk) who 
talked about positive ways to campaign on transport and showed some examples – see 
for instance their  ’sharing the road’ presentation: http://www.wemovelondon.com/ 

 
The day was then run through a series of discussions, with people working in groups of 3 – 5 
and sharing ideas and opinions after each session.  
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2. The need for an organisation 
 
Discussion focused on these issues: 
 Are non-drivers and those who want to drive less already linked into existing national 

transport groups? 
 Is there a need for another organisation?   

 Are there local organisations that serve a similar role? 
 
It was agreed that there was a space for and a need for a new organisation.   The need is 
for an organisation that is a voice for those who don’t drive or want to drive less. That space 
would be defined partly by the work already being done by existing transport-focused 
organisations and also by other agencies including disability-focused groups, those 
representing older people etc. 
 
The organisation will need to be clear on its’ role and not overlap in an unhelpful manner 
with others. It will need to be strategic and independent. 
 
More work needs to be done to refine the USP (Unique Selling Point) and mapping out the 
‘territory’ in which it would operate (see below) 
 
A different title would be needed, although ‘WDD’ appears to appeal to ‘active non-drivers’ 
- membership of the Facebook page with this title has grown steadily over a week. 
 
 

3. Towards an agreed purpose  
 
Discussion focused on these issues:   
The aim is to encourage people to engage with transport policy issues locally and 
nationally.    Is this enough of a core purpose – what else should be in the mix?  
 
It was agreed that this should be first and foremost a voice for those who don’t drive or 
want to drive less.  A core part of the work should be to focus on the ‘big issues’ and to 
remind the media that   “we’re not all motorists”. This focus on the media could include 
acting as a ‘rapid rebuttal’ organisation to tackle pro-car / road lobby propaganda.  There 
would be a need to differentiate clearly from the CBT. Countering the ‘car lobby’ would 
need a good spokesperson. 
 
A well supported suggestion was that the purpose should be to “enable, mobilise, support 
and inform” (‘Mobilise’ was suggested as a name). This raised the question of the balance 
between policy / advocacy work and service delivery. 
 
Subject to more detailed discussion, the feeling was that a new organisation should focus on 
the policy / promotion work; it should not put too much emphasis on the behaviour change 
/modal shift work (see below).  
 
In this context, work to reduce car use could involve: 

 action to increase availability of alternatives and to highlight the full costs of 
motoring 
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 building support for ‘less driving’  by both: 
o Policy change nationally and locally 
o Providing information / support for personal modal shift 

 working to present the car as the ‘mode of last resort’. 
 
There should be a positive and ‘big picture’ message – ‘drive less, live more’ or 
‘independence from cars!’ 
 
 It was agreed that this should not be seen as an ‘anti-car’ organisation but careful 
consideration needs to be given to use of phrases such as ‘car-free’ and ‘car-less’ and ‘less 
car use’. 
 
One suggestion was to work towards long-term change which could look at reallocating 
funding and road space in line with the relative number of motorists and non-drivers – a 
“fair allocation of road space”. 
 
 

4. So how could it work? 
 
Discussion focused on these issues: 
The intention is to have a small organisational core using on-line communication and 
social media to support its members.   
 Would people be ready to join such an organisation? 
 What could / should the core services be? 
 How would this work with other national bodies (e.g. CBT)? 
 What kind of support would the new organisation need to provide for local action? 
 

The group discussed why someone might join the organisation.  Among the reasons to join 
may be: 

 To have a voice /influence (to lobby) 

 To get targeted high quality and relevant information 

 To meet other people with similar interests (especially locally)  
 
There was strong support for any new organisation to have a clear focus on policy and 
advocacy (as per the first point).  To do that well will need high quality information (second 
point). Whether that comes from the organisation’s own research or through having good 
links with existing policy-focused organisations such as CBT will need further discussion. 
 
The third point – the social interaction issue – does imply local organisation of some nature.  
This has come up in various discussions on this work, and was emphasised at the workshop, 
although it is the case that most of those who attended were themselves local activists. 
 
There remains a need for more discussion to be clear on whether this is this a ‘mass 
membership’ organisation or a ‘think-tank’ or something different.  Some rather different 
operational models were raised including: 

 Clean Air for London – an effective run by one person (and reliant on that persons’ 
own funds) 
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 Taxpayers Alliance – a think tank with a tightly controlled agenda but seeking 
support from a wide constituency 

 
What sort of structure? 
It was also recognised that there is a need to be clear on what this ‘joining’ means. Would 
people be ‘members’ (with some degree of engagement in the governance and direction) or  
‘supporters’ who simply fund the organisation and receive information? 
 
This also links to the issue above about having local groups / branches.  Local transport 
issues are likely to be a concern to potential members /supporters and a new organisation 
could support such action. It might also act as a focus for new local organisations where 
none exist. 
 
Potential members 
It was agreed that potential members may be segmented in various ways. 
One approach is to consider (see figure): 
 
1. Active Non Drivers  

People who chose not to drive for environmental / political reasons (a relatively small 
group, but likely to be active and engaged) 
 

2. Other Non-Drivers by choice  
People who chose not to drive because it worries / scares them or feel unsafe 
 

3. Non-drivers with no choice  
Perhaps the largest group, this includes: 

 those with limiting health conditions / disabilities 

 those who cannot afford to 

 older people (some cross-over with 2 above) 

 younger people 

 people left isolated when a partner uses the car to e.g. go to work 
 

4. People who want to drive less  
It’s not clear how large this group is, but there is plenty of evidence that where other 
modes are easy to use then people drive less.  

 
Many of these who wish to have a common vice may already be members of organisations 
ranging from disability forums to bus user groups and many more. Engaging with those 
groups should be a key part of further development. 
 
It was emphasises that this will need to recognise that ‘car-free living’ looks very different in 
urban and rural areas. Any organisation that looks to have a truly national appeal will need 
to have an offer to those in areas where public transport is limited / on-existent. 
 
It will be clear from this that while the potential membership is large, there may be quite 
different views on a focus. It was agreed that more structured outreach would be needed. 
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5. Other issues 
 
5.1 Smart technology 
One suggestion is that ‘WDD’ should look to develop a phone app that enables easier non-
car transport. Workshop participants were asked: 

 Is there something like this available already? 
 What would add value? 

 What should such an app include? 
 
Participants highlighted a number of travel-focused apps, including Google Maps which 
offers good public transport advice.  It was felt that this is a fairly crowded field and that 
trying to link in all options including cycling would be tricky. It was agreed that this might 
work initially at a city / county level and might be something for a local non-driver group to 
consider with some national support. 
 
There are websites and guides for car-free travel.  A guide to Car-Free Philadelphia was 
mentioned (no web reference found). There is:  http://grist.org/list/heres-how-to-travel-
the-entire-country-without-ever-getting-in-a-car/.   A basic guide fro the UK highlights some 
of the issues that would need to be addressed: http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Travel-
g186216-c5425/United-Kingdom:Under.Your.Own.Steam.Without.A.Car.html 
 
This relates to encouraging less driving (see next section). 
 
5.2 Modal shift and support for going car-free 
It was agreed (see above) that this should not be a prime focus.  
 
Part of a website could / should certainly be focused on this, offering information, facts, and 
arguments. This should work to make the shift as easy as possible and might have two 
aspects: 

 ‘So you want to change?’ 

 ‘What to do once I’ve decided I want to change’ 
 
A further issue was raised in this context about young people as non-drivers. Is there a role 
for a new organisation to look to work on (formal or informal) education to encourage more 
young people to see non-driving as an option. Discussion was limited and there was a 
feeling that this would need more development work to assess the possibilities. 
 
5.3 Work with other sectors 
It was recognised that any new organisation would need to work to engage beyond 
individual membership and voluntary sector bodies. This would include: 

 Work with /around public sector agencies – local councils, PTEs, TfL, and especially 
all those developing Local Transport Plans (LTPs). 

 Engagement with the private sector (especially those bodies engaged in lobbying for 
more support for  public transport) 

 Developing links with health sector bodies (on healthy travel and air pollution) 
 

http://grist.org/list/heres-how-to-travel-the-entire-country-without-ever-getting-in-a-car/
http://grist.org/list/heres-how-to-travel-the-entire-country-without-ever-getting-in-a-car/
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Travel-g186216-c5425/United-Kingdom:Under.Your.Own.Steam.Without.A.Car.html
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Travel-g186216-c5425/United-Kingdom:Under.Your.Own.Steam.Without.A.Car.html
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6. Funding and expenditure 
 
There was a short discussion about funding. It was agreed that the organisation should be 
‘lean’ with a minimum central core. This would need to recognise that some roles (e.g. the 
desire expressed by some for rapid rebuttal / high media profile) would need more 
resources.    
 
Any developmental phase should be looking to the longer-term where the organisation 
would need to be self-funding.  That funding could come from: 

 Donations 

 Supporter subscriptions 

 Crowd funding for specific activities 

 Support from other agencies (e.g. bus companies, car clubs etc. – needs discussion) 

 Grant funding for specific projects (need to be clear on outcomes etc.) 
 
The core costs would be likely to include 

 Staff ( admin / coordinator, and / or higher profile media person) 

 Web and on-line presence 

 Events 
 
Given the need to build membership and relationships with other organisations a further 
development phase would be essential and it seems most likely that this would need to be 
grant-funded. 
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6. Conclusions and key messages 
 
From these discussions a few key points emerged: 
 
1. It was agreed that there is the space and need for a new organisation that would act 

as a voice for those who don’t drive or want to drive less.  
 

2. Such a body would need to work carefully to complement work already being done by 
existing transport-focused organisations and other agencies supporting non-drivers. 

 
3. A new organisation should focus on policy-related work; behaviour change / modal shift 

work should be a secondary focus. 
 
4. The organisation will need to be strategic and more work is needed to develop the 

clearest possible mission and objectives. 
 
5. The title ‘We Don’t Drive’ resonates with those who might be the core audience – ‘active 

non-drivers’ but would not be appropriate for a wider audience.   A title will need to be a 
central part of a wider communications strategy. 

 
6. A focus on policy and advocacy will need high quality information. Whether that comes 

from the organisation’s own research or through having good links with existing policy-
focused organisations such as CBT will need further discussion. 

 
7. It was assumed that the organisation would be independent (though working closely 

with other bodies) – again more development work would be needed. 
 

8. There was strong support for a new organisation to be open to engage with local issues 
via members forming local groups (or linking with other existing groups). 

 
9. The organisation would need to engage with a wide range of stakeholders – building 

that engagement would need to be part of a nest stage in development. 
 
 
These points suggest the need for a further development stage. This would allow for work 
to focus on how the organisation could best interface with existing agencies and to develop 
a clear identity and mission. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This report has been prepared by Chris Church (Director, CEA) who designed and facilitated 
the workshop.  
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Appendix 1: We Don’t Drive? Presentation 
Chris Church   October 2015 

 

This is the text from a presentation made at the start of the workshop on October 16th 
 

The  idea….  
An organisation that would: 

 Encourage and support non-drivers to make their voices heard effectively on 
transport /planning issues 

 Encourage those who would like to drive less / not at all to do so 
Today’s meeting is to discuss this idea and whether this would work. 
 
Non-Drivers? 

 64.1 Million people in the UK. 

 Less than half of them (31.9 Million) have a driving licence. 

 c.14 million children and young people. 

 18 Million adults don’t drive. 
 
Who are the adult non-drivers? 

 Deliberate non-drivers 

 No need to drive 

 Older people (retired from driving) 

 People with limiting disabilities 

 People who can’t afford to drive 

 People left stranded   

 Who would identify with a new organisation? 
 
Driving less? 
Why? 

 Economic reasons? 

 Social reasons? 

 Environmental reasons? 

 Stress? 
Drive Less, Live More? 
 
SO…. 
Are there people (enough people) who  

 Identify with being non-drivers? 

 Would be prepared to be active and engaged on these issues? 

 Want to  be active in order to drive less? 
 
People identify as: 

 Bus Users (Groups) 

 Pedestrians (Associations) 

 Cyclist (Campaign) 
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 Train (promotion groups) 
All are ‘users’ 
Are people ready to identify as ‘non-users’? 
 
What might they do? 

 Lobby nationally (in support of national campaigns by e.g. CBT)? 

 Lobby locally (LTPs, buses, cycling, potholes, pavements)? 

 ‘Spread the word’? 

 Support new non-drivers? 

 And? 
 
Behaviour change? 

 Not just another modal shift campaign 

 Learn from what has and has not worked 

 Stress the positives in non-driving 

 And? 
 
How might it work? 

 Largely on-line / social media 

 A small core 

 Individual members 

 Local groups? 

 Affiliates? 

 Coordinated actions with members / groups 
 
Local / individual actions? 

 Examples of actions that might be run by WDD include:  

 Coordinated lobbying of MPs and Ministers  

 Supporting members to work locally  around new developments 

 Promoting good planning practice at local authority level, working to ensure that 
strategic local plans make decent provision for non-drivers. 

 Working with public transport organisations to improve local services and make 
them easier to use 

 Highlighting danger spots and bad practice and coordinating action with local people 
to tackle these.  
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Appendix 1: We Don’t Drive Workshop attendees 16 October 2015 
 
Chris Barker   Campaign for Better Transport London group 
Ian Campbell   Pedestrian Safety Cheshire 
Nicholas Fripp 
Ed Gillespie   Futerra 
Corinne Grimley-Evans Oxford Pedestrians Association 
Alistair Hanton   Foundation for Integrated Transport 
Peter Hartley   Living Streets Westminster 
Tony Levene   London Cycling Campaign 
James MacColl   Campaign for Better Transport 
Simon Norton    Cambridgeshire Better Transport 
Margery Nzerem 
Rosamund Weatherall 
Vincent Stopps  London Travel Watch  
Mark Treasure   
Rosalind Redhead  banprivatecarsinlondon.com  
Margot Richardson  Living Streets Islington 
Chris Church   Community Environment Associates (Facilitator)  
Jan McHarry   Community Environment Associates   
 
Apologies / interest  expressed from: 
Catherine Mack  Travel Watch SW 
Peter Miller   Pedestrian Liberation blog 
Karen Lucas   University of Leeds Institute for Transport Studies 
Rachel Carey   UCL (Dept of Clinical, Educational & Health Psychology) 
Tom Platt   Living Streets 
Jason Torrance  Sustrans 

 


